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MANICURES
Perfectly Polished

PEDICURES
£11

A quick file and polish to go!
Sleek'n'Chic

Perfect Tootsies

£18

Toes En Vogue

File, cuticles quickly pushed

File, cuticles quickly pushed

back, a slick of intensive

back, a slick of intensive

moisturiser and polish.

moisturiser and polish.

Signature Style

£25

Ready For The Runway

Full cuticle removal, file and

File, cuticle removal and buff,

buff, hand massage, hot mitts

soak, skin rasp, scrub, massage

and polish.

with hot mitts and polish.

Relaxed Style

£32

Killer Heels

For real decadence – a full

A truly pamper! Our full

extensive manicure with

pedicure with polish finish,

everything included, as well as

also including an intensive foot

a luxury hand mask.

mask.

Gel To Go Hands

£20

File and gel polish application.
Two Weeks on Shoot

£11

A quick file and polish to go!

Gel To Go Toes

£18

£25

£32

£20

File and gel polish application.
£29

Flawless Finish

A luxury gel manicure - file,

A more extensive pedicure with

cuticle removal, gel polish

a file, cuticle removal, soak,

application and a hand

rasp for hard skin, quick

massage.

massage and gel polish finish.

£29

NAIL ENHANCEMENTS
Acrylic Full Set

£30

Gel Full Set
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£30
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WAX/TINT

THREAD

Eyebrow Tint

£11

Middlebrow

£5

Eyelash Tint

£14

Upper Lip / Lower Lip

£8

Eyebrow Shape

£12

Chin

£8

Eyebrow Shape + Tint

£18

Neck

£10

Eyebrow + Eyelash Tint

£20

Sides

£15

Eyebrow Shape + Tint + Lash

£30

Eyebrow Shape

£15

Full Face

£40

Cluster Lashes

£20

Tint

LASHES
Strip Lashes

£10

Applied in as little as five

Perfect for people on the go,

minutes. Strip lashes are for

gives extra length and volume.

one day only and can be easily

Ideal for a special occasion

removed at home.

lasting up to 5 days.

Express Individual Natural

£30

LVL - Length, Volume + Lift

Lashes

Straightens your natural lashes

Professional lashes without the

at the root, so unlike a

fuss! Applied one by one to

traditional lash perm it creates

your natural eyelashes. Lasts

the effect of longer, lifted

up to two weeks.

lashes.

Semi-Permanent

£65

Semi-Permanent Infill from

Full set. Professionally

Pop back every 2-3 weeks for a

approved lash extensions

professional top-up to ensure

giving you the appearance of

your lashes look their best for

fuller, thicker lashes.

longer.
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